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Nonuniform doping distribution along silicon nanowires measured by Kelvin probe force microscopy and scanning photocurrent microscopy E. Koren We use Kelvin probe force microscopy and scanning photocurrent microscopy to measure the doping distribution along single phosphorous-doped silicon nanowire grown by the vapor-liquid-solid method. A nonlinear potential drop along biased silicon nanowires is detected both by measuring the surface potential directly via Kelvin probe force microscopy and by integrating the photocurrent measured by scanning photocurrent microscopy. Semiconductor nanowires are one of the most promising building blocks for near future nanoelectronics because they provide a route to continuing miniaturization as well as a wealth of opportunities in nanoscale science and technology. [1] [2] [3] [4] There are many nanowire systems in which the majority carrier type is controlled by intentional doping, but in all cases the actual dopant concentration, its spatial distribution, and the fraction of active dopants are unknown. 5, 6 Moreover, it has been recently reported that in silicon nanowires ͑SiNWs͒ grown by the widely used vaporliquid-solid ͑VLS͒ growth method, there is a decreasing dopant concentration along the NWs toward the gold catalyst even when there is no indication of tapering. 7 This is a result of uncatalyzed incorporation of phosphorus atoms during growth. A nonuniform doping induces a nonlinear potential drop along NWs which conduct current. This profile has been extracted from scanning photocurrent microscopy ͑SPCM͒ measurements, 7 but correlation with direct potential measurements has not yet been reported. In this work we combine Kelvin probe force microscopy ͑KPFM͒ and SPCM to measure the variations in the active dopant concentration along n-SiNWs grown by the VLS method. Considering that KPFM measures the surface potential whereas SPCM samples the nanowire volume, the correlation between these two methods can improve our understanding regarding the role of surfaces in NWs electrical properties.
KPFM is by now a well-established method allowing a quantitative determination of surface potentials with nanometer spatial resolution. In principle, KPFM measures the contact potential difference ͑CPD͒ between a scanning tip and a sample. 8 A significant advantage of this technique is that it measures the potential by nullifying the tip-sample CPD; this ensures almost zero tip-induced band-bending which is very beneficial when measuring semiconducting materials. 9 It has been widely used to measure potential profiles of biased p-n junctions and organic semiconductor based field-effect transistors. 10 Recently it was also shown that defects in carbon nanotube devices could be identified using KPFM.
11 SPCM uses a focused laser spot to generate a local photocurrent that is extremely sensitive to the local electric field, enabling the extraction of the local electrostatic potential 7 or the minority carrier diffusion length.
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The n-type SiNWs used in this study were fabricated by low-pressure chemical vapor deposition with monodisperse 50 nm Au particles as catalysts for VLS growth. The growth was carried out at 460°C and 40 torr with a source gas ratio of 1000:1 SiH 4 to PH 3 , using N 2 as the carrier gas. Twoterminal devices on single NW were fabricated using electron-beam lithography and contact metallization with Ni ͓Fig. 1͑a͔͒. Prior to metal evaporation, the contact area was exposed to oxygen plasma to remove residual resist and a 3 s wet etch with buffered HF solution to remove the native oxide. Two-terminal I-V characteristics were linear, confirming that the nanowires are the dominant resistance in the measured devices. 13 The KPFM measurements were conducted using a Dimension 3100 atomic force microscopy ͑AFM͒ system in a controlled nitrogen environment glove box ͑less than ϳ5 ppm H 2 O͒, in the lift mode where the first scan is a tapping mode topography measurement and in the second scan the tip is raised above the topography trajectory and measures the CPD. The SPCM measurements were performed using a Witec alpha300 confocal microscope to focus above-bandgap ͑532 nm͒ illumination onto a sample mounted on a piezoelectric scanning stage.
Since the KPFM measures the surface potential profile, it can be used as a "four-point-probe" where the scanning tip replaces the two inner contacts of the conventional setup. Although KPFM measures the potential at the surface, in the case of heavily doped wires used here, this potential can be considered, to a very good approximation, as the bulk NW potential. The current through the NW is measured and can be used to calculate the local effective doping, N D ͑x͒ along the SiNW. j / E͑x͒ = = qN D ͑x͒, where j is the current density, E͑x͒ is the local electric field, is the electrical conductivity, q is the elementary charge, and is the mobility for electrons. E͑x͒ is simply obtained by differentiating the measured surface potential along the NWs. Figure 1͑b͒ shows the expected potential profile along a biased SiNW for the case of uniform doping, in contrast to the case of gradually decreasing doping ͓Fig. 1͑c͔͒. Figures  1͑d͒ and 1͑e͒ show the KPFM-measured surface potential profiles along an n-SiNW under several applied potentials ͑Ϫ3 to 3 V with 1 V steps͒. The voltage was applied by grounding one contact and biasing the other, while the back gate electrode was grounded throughout the whole measurement. The potential peaks are due to the applied bias at the left and the right metal contacts. The black dashed lines represent a linear potential drop and therefore help to visualize the deviation of the measured potential profiles from the case of a uniform doping concentration. The perpendicular dotted lines ͑blue͒ represent the edges of the metal contacts. When applying the bias to the contact closer to the gold catalyst end, the surface potential profile is concave ͓Fig. 1͑d͔͒, while biasing the other contact the profile is convex ͓Fig. 1͑e͔͒. Nevertheless, the absolute average electric field ͑the average was done for four measurements where the applied bias was 1 and Ϫ1 V, each time on a different contact; the error represents the standard deviation͒ is always larger near the gold catalyst ͓Fig. 2͑a͔͒, and therefore such a potential curvature is expected. For this reason, the observed field gradient is due to intrinsic variations within the NW itself rather than effects related to the metal electrodes. Furthermore, the field gradient is too small to cause significant variations in the local carrier mobility, so we assume a constant mobility of ϳ150 cm 2 V −1 s −1 ͑Ref. 14͒ throughout this paper consistent with electrons in bulk silicon doped to similar levels. This assumption, together with the measured potential, allows one to extract the longitudinal dopant distribution along the SiNW as explained above. Figure 2͑b͒ shows the averaged doping profile extracted by applying 1 and Ϫ1 V, each time for a different contact. The doping profile increases monotonically along the 8 m long NW. The rate of increase is greater when the PH 3 partial pressure is increased. 7 In all cases, the doping is higher further from the catalyst side. This is consistent with the fact that this end of the wire was exposed a longer time to the PH 3 gas.
Next, we have used the potential profiles obtained by the SPCM for direct comparison to the KPFM data. Since the SPCM measurements were conducted on two-terminal devices, extraction of the absolute potential profiles from the SPCM-measured photocurrent required knowledge of a proportionality factor, representing the potential drop over the contacts, which can be determined by four-probe measurements. 7 Therefore, we have scaled and offset the integrated photocurrent profiles to fit the measured KPFM potential profiles, as the latter represent the actual NW potential. The scaling factor was 1.5Ϯ 0.1 for all curves. Figure 3 shows the normalized integrated-photocurrent profiles measured by the SPCM together with the KPFM measured potential profiles for the same wire under the same applied potentials ͑1 V, Ϫ1 V for each one of the contacts͒. The perpendicular dotted lines ͑blue͒ represent the edges of the metal contacts. Our results show an excellent agreement between these two methods, and confirm the validity of the potential measurements by the SPCM method.
There are several consequences of the observed nonuniform axial doping. As pointed out by others, 15, 16 the synthesis of complex axial doping profiles is complicated by unintentional radial doping profiles. Surface doping may also diminish the influence of surface states on conductivity 17, 18 by narrowing depletion layers. Even in the absence of surface states, a radially nonuniform doping profile will create a radially nonuniform potential and could produce carrier confinement at or away from the surface. Moreover, considering that KPFM measures the surface potential whereas SPCM the nanowire volume, the excellent agreement between the two methods and the fact that the surface is more heavily doped leads to the conclusion that most of the current flow takes place between the outer shell of the nanowire and its core. 19 Measurements of the radial doping profile are needed to understand how great the influence of this surface doping on operating devices is.
In summary, we have measured the variations in potential and electric field along biased n-Si nanowires by KPFM and SPCM, respectively. The potential profiles indicate a nonuniform doping along VLS based n-Si nanowires as recently reported. 7 This nonuniformity occurs as a result of the exposure of the NW surface to to PH 3 gas throughout the growth. In addition we have shown good correlation between KPFM and SPCM to quantitatively detect potential, field, and doping variations within doped Si nanowires. FIG. 3 . ͑Color online͒ CPD ͑solid lines͒ and normalized integratedphotocurrent ͑dashed lines͒ profiles along biased n-SiNWs when the bias is applied to ͑a͒ the gold catalyst end and ͑b͒ to the other contact. The perpendicular dotted lines ͑blue͒ represent the edges of the metal contacts.
